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Abstract—One of the requirement of 5G is to support massive
number of connected devices, considering many use-cases such as
IoT and massive Machine Type Communication (MTC). While
this represents an interesting opportunity for operators to grow
their business, it will need new mechanisms to scale and manage
the envisioned high number of devices and their generated traffic.
Particularity, the signaling traffic, which will overload the 5G
core Network Function (NF) in charge of authentication and
mobility, namely Access and Mobility Management Function
(AMF). The objective of this paper is to provide an algorithm
based on Control Theory allowing: (i) to equilibrate the load
on the AMF instances in order to maintain an optimal response
time with limited computing latency; (ii) to scale out or in the
AMF instance (using NFV techniques) depending on the network
load to save energy and avoid wasting resources. Obtained results
via computer system indicate the superiority of our algorithm in
ensuring fair load balancing while scaling dynamically with the
traffic load.
Keywords—5G, Scaling, Load Balancing, AMF, NGC, Control
Theory

I. I NTRODUCTION
Next mobile network generation (5G) is supposed to offer
more new services, while supporting heterogeneous and high
number of User Equipments (UE). Indeed, 5G should support
not only human oriented devices, but also machine to machine
devices; typically sensors and actuators. According to recent
forecast, up to 28 billion devices will be connected to 5G by
2021, in front of 17 billion in 2016 [1].
To support the expecting high number of devices, 3GPP
has rethought the Core network architecture aiming at being
more flexible and scalable. The new architecture, namely NewGeneration Core (NGC) architecture [2], addresses scalability
and flexibility by introducing more modular Network Functions (NF) to compose the control plane service, which could
also relies on network virtualization via Network Function
Virtualization (NFV).
Our main focus in this paper concerns the Core Access
and Mobility Management Function (AMF), the Session Management Function (SMF) and the Unified Data Management
(UDM), which were combined in the LTE into a monolithic
component named the Mobility Management Entity (MME).
The separation of MME functions is interesting from the scalability point of view, where the UE states and the session states
will be hosted respectively in the UDM and the SMF, while the
AMF will be only dedicated for processing tasks. Moreover,

this separation offers flexibility since UEs procedures are no
more dedicated to only one AMF at a time. As UE contexts
are hosted in the UDM, any UE procedure can be handled by
any AMF connected to the UDM, where the UE context is
hosted. Consequently, this separation offers the capability to
dynamically dimension the AMF depending upon the network
load to avoid network overhead and network congestion; hence
managing the expected high number of devices in 5G.
In this paper, we propose a scaling algorithm based on
Control Theory for the AMF instances, which allows: (i)
controlling the load of each AMF by dispatching the requests
based on each AMF load and the whole system load; (ii) taking
benefit from NFV to dimension the system dynamically, by
deploying new AMF instances (scale in) or remove AMF instances (scale out), according to the traffic load. The proposed
solution is tested and verified using computer simulations,
and its results are compared with a model using probabilistic
procedure dispatching and Exponentially Weighted Moving
Average (EWMA) for scaling out/in the AMF instances.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II lists and analyses related work on legacy MME scaling and
legacy MME load balancing in SDN and NVF paradigms.
Section III presents the assumed architecture based on NGC
and NFV, and then explains the interaction of the control
model with the assumed architecture. Section IV describes
the proposed analytical model for AMF balancing and scaling.
Model evaluation and results analysis are presented in Section
V. Finally Section VI concludes this paper with a summary
recapping the main advantages and achievements of the proposed solution.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In legacy 4G EPC, Mobile Network Operators (MNO)
developed different strategies to load balance the MMEs in a
way to avoid network congestions. Some, for example, deploy
multiple MMEs for a granted zone, and use probabilistic
distribution of UE arrival at the eNodeB level. Others may
just deploy one over dimensioned MME for a given zone, and
thus no load balancing procedure is needed at the eNodeB.
However, experiences shown that even an over-dimensioned
MME is subject to persistent overloads [3]. Besides load
balancing, dynamic scaling, as offered by NFV, is not really

possible in 4G due to the difficulties to instantiate new MMEs
on demand.
Nevertheless, in 5G, modern opportunities emerge to tackle
this issue in an economic and intelligent manner. Indeed, With
SDN and NFV the network control functions of the MME are
virtualized and hosted in the cloud. Thus, the deployment of
a new MME will be a matter of software deployment. This
modern way of dimensioning the network is cheaper and faster
than the classical solution that is based on hardware. In fact,
many studies and reflections were conducted on the adaptation
of SDN and NFV for 5G networks, i.e. in [4] and [5]. In
[6] and [7], authors propose analytical models providing a
quick way to help mobile operators to plan and design network
optimization strategies without large-scale deployment, saving
on cost and time. In [8], authors present an NFV-based traffic
offloading framework architecture using virtual EPC (vEPC),
aiming at enabling on-demand traffic offload when the legacy
EPC network capacity is reaching an offload threshold. This
can be considered as a transition solution from 4G to 5G.
Some other works have been conducted addressing the
MME scaling and load balancing issues within the context
of 5G. Authors in [9] propose a new model of state-full
MME. They propose to split the MME into three parts:
1) the traffic sorter, 2) the processing functions and 3) the
state database. This approach proposes creating groups of
International Mobile Subscriber Identities (IMSI) based on
hash value and assigning a processing function instance to a
group of UEs. Based on the IMSI group, the traffic sorter will
route UE requests to specific processing function. However,
this limits the scalability of the processing functions, as there
should always be at least one worker available to serve each
group of UEs. Further, this work proposes only horizontal
scaling (processing functions scaling), which is limited by the
processing capability of the traffic sorter, as it is the single
point of access to the MME node; hence, not addressing MME
node scalability.
A distributed MME model is, also, proposed in [10] and
[11]. In contrast with the approach proposed in [9], the MME
model is stateless and based on an external users’ state storage
system. Thus, the migration between MMEs is limited only
to UEs in an idle state. However, in the active state, UEs
are attached to an MME instance. Therefore, another MME
instance may receive a network event for that UE. This request
has to be forwarded to the correct MME, hence increasing
latency of EPC procedures.
Authors in [12] and [13] propose a stateless vMME that
is split into three logical components: 1) front-end (FE), 2)
MME service logic/Worker (SL), and 3) state database (SDB).
The authors assume that MME SL can handle any request
for any UE as they are stateless. However, as the users’ sate
database is local and is not shared with the other vMMEs, this
limits requests’ handling within the same MME. The authors,
also, propose to use one FE element, which may represent a
congestion point.

Fig. 1. Architecture proposal for 5G

III. A RCHITECTURE
In this work, we assume a complete New-Generation Core
(NGC) based upon the 3GPP work [2]. The overall architecture
is depicted in Figure 1, which illustrates the new core Network
Functions (NF), where some are the result of a split of the
current EPC functions, such as the MME. The communication
between those functions will be held by reference interfaces,
noted as Nx as depicted in Figure 1. In this paper, we will
direct our focus only on the Core Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF), the Session Management Function
(SMF) and the Unified Data Management (UDM) as they
are approximately the equivalent to the MME component in
LTE. For further information concerning the other functions,
please refer to [2]. In the NGC architecture, the legacy MME
component is split into three NF: the AMF, the SMF and the
UDM. The AMF handles only access control and mobility
requests, the SMF will manage the UE sessions and the UDM
will handle the UE contexts. Indeed, this approach offers more
flexibility to the core network, but still the AMF may suffer
from signaling traffic overload. Therefore, we propose, complimentary to the 3GPP work, a mechanism that addresses the
AMF scalability by providing a novel scale in/out algorithm
depending on the network load. Via this approach, a single UE
procedure is processed by a unique AMF. The other procedures
may use, however, a different AMF as the UEs states and the
sessions are stored respectively in the UDM and the SMF.
To scale in/out the AMF, a Service Orchestrator (SO) is
needed. It will be in charge of running the proposed control
model, described below, and deploying new AMF instances
when needed. The SO could take part to the NFV Orchestrator
(NFVO), as defined by ETSI NFV model [14]. The SO will
use management interfaces (or API) to communicate with the
AMF and the (Radio) Access Network ((R)AN) functions (ex.
eNodeB). Moreover, as specified by the NFV ETSI model, the
SO should be connected to a VIM in order to add or remove
virtual AMF instances, and to the VNF Manager (NFVM), in
order to configure the new AMF instances.
A. Traffic steering
As the exchanged messages between the network functions,
in the NGC architecture, are not defined yet by the 3GPP

group, we assume that the legacy messages will be adapted for
the new entities. Indeed, in LTE, at the end of the association
procedure between the eNodeB and the MME, the MME sends
its relative capacity to the eNodeB. The relative capacity of an
MME is a value between 0 and 255, which allows the eNodeB
to balance the load between the MMEs in the same pool.
In our solution, this message will be exchanged between the
AMF and the (R)AN functions. Further, we propose adjusting
the relative capacity field dynamically in order to give the
(R)AN accurate information about the load of each AMF.
The modification of this field uses “Configuration Update”
message defined in 3GPP standard [15]. The value of the
relative capacity of each AMF will be given by the control
model, described below, depending on the system load and
on the state of each AMF. Thus, each AMF will maintain an
optimal load in order to process the requests with no additional
latency.
B. Scale In/Out
As mentioned earlier, the paper contribution is a scale in and
out algorithm for the AMFs depending on the overall load. In
order to apply those services on the AMFs, we assume that
the (R)AN is compatible with the DNS notification mechanism
[16]. In that situation, the (R)AN will subscribe to the DNS
list, and, thus, it will be notified of the creation and the deletion
of a given AMF.
1) Scale out: When the control system, running in the SO,
detects the need of a scale out for the AMF, the SO deploys
a new AMF in the architecture. In addition, it notifies the
DNS of the creation of the additional AMF. In its turn, the
DNS pushes the new AMF IP to the (R)AN. In such a case,
the control system push new relative capacity for each AMF
if needed. Finally, the AMFs notifies the (R)AN about their
new AMF relative capacity using the “Configuration Update
message” defined in 3GPP standard as mentioned in SubSection III-A.
2) Scale In: When the control system detects a possibility
of a scale in, the SO notifies the AMF in question. Once the
AMF is notified, it pushes a relative capacity value equal to
0. Consequently, the (R)AN will not send any new procedure
to this AMF instance. Following the “Configuration Update”
Message, the AMF triggers an S1 release Request with the
cause “load balancing”. Logically, the other AMF instances
will be notified about their new relative capacity following the
decision taken for the scale in, so that in their turn, they will
notify the (R)AN. Finally, the SO destroys the AMF instance
when all procedures are done.
IV. AMF BALANCING AND S CALING P ROPOSAL
A. Model description
In this section, we describe our proposal featuring AMF
load balancing and scaling. This model is triggered in order
to split the load over the available AMFs in the NGC. When
all AMFs are fully used, our proposal takes in command
deploying a/multiple new one(s) to keep the access to the
NGC and balance the load over all the operational AMF, in

Fig. 2. System Model

order to reduce latency. This model works, also, in the reverse
way. When many AMFs are deployed and the overall system
is underloaded, it will trigger a scale in procedure, in order
to avoid wasting resources. Fig. 2 depicts the model of our
AMF load balancing and scaling proposal. To start, for the
sake of simplicity, we assume one (R)AN on the access side
and multiple AMFs in the NGC. However, this model can be
easily extended to consider the multiple (R)AN case.
The different parameters of the model are described below:
• λ: The number of arriving UEs request
• θ: The number of UE request that have not been satisfied
and that need to be re-sent by the UEs
• w: The number of UE request in the buffer waiting to be
dispatched over the deployed AMFs
• qi : The number of UE request that are sent to AMF i for
processing
• mi : The number of UE request being processed by AMF
i
• µi : The number of UE request satisfied by AMF i.
Following the generic system parameter description, the
state evolution of our model is written below following the
discrete-time system of equations:


 m1 (k + 1) = m1 (k) + q1 (k) − µ1 (k),



 m2 (k + 1) = m2 (k) + q2 (k) − µ2 (k),


 .
.
(1)


 .



 mn (k + 1) = mn (k) + qn (k) − µn (k),

Pn

w(k + 1) = w(k) + λ(k) − θ(k) − i=1 qi (k),
Let pi (k) = qi (k) − µi (k) and γ(k) = λ(k) − θ(k) −
P
n
i=1 µi (k). The system represented in (1) can be reformulated as below:

m1 (k + 1) = m1 (k) + p1 (k),




m2 (k + 1) = m2 (k) + p2 (k),




 .
.
(2)


.




mn (k + 1) = mn (k) + pn (k),


Pn

w(k + 1) = w(k) + γ(k) − i=1 pi (k),
The model (2) can be written as a discrete-time linear system,
in the form:

X(k + 1) = AX(k) + BU (k),
(3)
Y (k) = CX(k),
where, the state vector
X(k) = [Mn (k) − Mnref , w(k) − wref ]T

and
Mn (k) = [m1 (k), m2 (k), ..., mn (k)]
ref
ref
The constant vector Mnref = [mref
1 , m1 , . . . , mn ] represents the targeted load of the AMFs. This will avoid AMF
overhead and guarantee that requests are satisfied with a
limited latency. wref is the targeted overload allowing to
detect if an AMF scale in/out is needed for the system to
guarantee an optimal requests’ dispatching and processing
while minimizing resources’ wastage.
The control vector U (k) is defined as follows:

The remaining matrices are, thus, defined as follows:
0n×1
11×1

AB

A2 B

...

AT S(k + 1)B[R + B T S(k + 1)B]−1 B T S(k + 1)A.

An−1 B]

To be controllable, the controllability matrix of the system
should have a full row rank. Indeed, for our model, the
controllability matrix has a full row rank equal to n + 1. It
can, also, be checked that the system is observable [18].
B. Dynamic AMF Load Balancing
We focus in this part on the design of the regulator’s model
to stabilize the whole system by scheduling the UE requests to
a given AMF, with the objective to efficiently use the available
resources. Also, it will control the decision of AMF scale out
in case where more resources are needed, or a scale in when
fewer resources are used to reduce resources’ wastage. It is
worth recalling that the regulator’s model is a function that
runs at the SO.
Since the controller, following the requirements listed
above, needs to dynamically and in real-time calculate mi , θ
and w, it will be based on the Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR) [19]. More specifically on infinite-horizon, discretetime LQR. In LQR model, there are two main characteristics:
the performance index J and the feedback vector U (k). The
performance index is given as follows:
J=

∞
X

[X(k)T QX(k) + U (k)T RU (k)],

k=0
1 All

eigenvalues should be strictly smaller than 1.

(5)

Finally the feedback vector U (k) can be written as the
following:
U (k) = −KX(k)
(6)

S(k) = Q + AT S(k + 1)A−


The output Y (k) of this system represents the load of each
AMF and the state of the buffer at time step k.
It can be checked easily that all the eigenvalues of the
matrix A do not satisfy the stability condition1 cf. [17]. This
means that the system described in (3) is unstable and do
not converges to the desired state, if no control action is
performed.
The controllability [18] of this model can be analyzed
by calculating the controllability matrix, which is defined as
follows:
C = [B

Q = QT ≥ 0, R = RT > 0

where the matrix K = [R + B T S(k + 1)B]−1 B T S(k + 1)A
and the matrix S(k) is the solution of the following Riccati
difference equation [19]:

U (k) = [p1 (k), p2 (k), ..., pn (k), γ(k)]T

A = C = In+1 , 
In
B(n+1)×(n+1) =
−11×n

where X(k) and U (k) are the state vector and the feedback
(control) vector, respectively. The LQR aims to minimize the
performance index in order to allow the system to converge to
the goal with less controller action. Therefore, Q and R from
4 as well as the cost matrices should satisfy:

(4)

(7)

In steady state, S(k) = S(k + 1) = S, thus, Riccati equation
expressed in 7 can be written as:
S = Q + AT SA − AT SB(R + B T SB)−1 B T SA

(8)

The optimal control can thus be described by:
U (k) = −(R + B T SB)−1 B T SAX(k).

(9)

C. Dynamic AMF Scaling
Having detailed the AMF load balancing algorithm, we
focus now on the AMF scaling process. Thanks to the control
vector U (k), the buffer w(k) is calculated and updated in realtime. In addition to those two parameters, new parameters,
inspired from [20], will be calculated. Starting by the Average
Loss aLoss that is determined as follows:
θ(k)
(10)
aLoss(k + 1) = wf × aLoss(k) + (1 − wf)
λ(k)
where wf is a weight factor. Once we have the aLoss, a
Congestion probability is deduced as follows:
p
CongP = aLoss(k) + β × aLoss(k) × γ(k) − wref (11)
where β is a learning factor.
If CongP is higher than a fixed probability threshold,
then a scale out is needed. Thus, a new AMF is deployed
and integrated to the whole system. Otherwise, a scale in
possibility is studied. For that, we need to check if the average
load of the actual system can be supported if we remove one
AMF. If it is the case a scale in procedure is triggered.
V. M ODEL E VALUATION AND R ESULTS A NALYSIS
A. Test Scenarios
As stated before, the first objective of our model is to
dynamically scale out or in the AMF. The second one consists
on dispatching the UE requests intelligently in order to have an
optimal load in each AMF and, thus decreasing the response
latency. To test and validate our model, four scenarios were
implemented using Matlab, in addition to the probabilistic
Exponential Weighting Moving Average model (EWMA).
The EWMA model consists on dispatching the UE requests
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of the Adaptation Of the Control Model

randomly over the active AMFs. The envisioned scenarios will
allow us to evaluate the performance of our model, which
based on control theory, against the EWMA model.
For both, the control model and the EWMA model, we fixed
the highest number of AMFs (5 AMFs) that can be deployed
during the scenarios. Each AMF supports a maximum load
up to 30 processes by time step. Above this highest rate, the
UE arrivals will be blocked. We fixed also the optimum AMF
load rate to 20 requests by time step. For this optimum rate,
the AMF can process the requests with no latency. Above this
rate, an additional latency, which may take very high values,
is added to each request.
The first scenario implements different arrival’s rate, based
on Poisson distribution, over a given period of time. The
arrival rate will be increased over the time until reaching
the maximum capability of the system, and, then, it will be
decreased until reaching a minimal arrival rate. This scenario
allows to validate the dynamic adaptation of our model and
its flexibility by scaling out the AMF NF when the arrival rate
increases and scaling in when the arrival rate decreases. This
scenario also will prove the stability of our model and will
show the ability of our model to keep the AMF load around
the optimal processing value.
The three other scenarios represent an underloaded system,
a fully-loaded system and an overloaded system. Each scenario
is repeated 30 times in order to compute confidence intervals.
Those scenarios will allow to see the behavior of our model
following different load patterns and to compare it to the
behavior of the EWMA model.

B. Results Analysis
Following the scenarios’ description, in this section we
discuss the results of each scenario. The results of the first
scenario are depicted in Figure 3. Following the arrival dispatching plots, we notice that the EWMA model schedules the
requests randomly over the five AMFs (q1 to q5 ) independently
from the arrival load (lambda), unlike the control model. From
the AMF load level plots, we deduce that when the arrival rate
increases, the EWMA model pushes the AMFs loads (X1 to
X5 ) to their limits (30 process at a time), hence adding latency
for each process. However, the control model dispatches the
arrivals in a manner to have an optimal load (20 processes at a
time) in each active AMF and thereby processing the requests
with no additional latency. From the Number of Active AMF
plot, we notice that the EWMA is not stable and falling in
what is called a Zeno the phenomenon (“ping-pong”). The
control model shows more stability and scales in/out the AMF
instances accurately depending upon the needs.
The results of scenario 2 to 4 are depicted in Figure
4. Thanks to those scenarios we are able to compare the
behavior of the control model, and the EWMA model in three
traffic patterns: underloaded system;, fully-loaded system and
overloaded system.
In the underloaded system plot, we notice that the EWMA
model is using three AMFs as the control model. However,
the EWMA load (X) is not balanced between the three AMFs,
while the control model has an equivalent load over the three
AMFs.
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that the design of this control helps saving resources by scaling
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are proposed to be able to deploy the algorithm in the NGC
architecture following the 3GPPP standards. Our future work
is to extend this work and test it over a real platform in order
to get practical results and validate its efficiency on the field.
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of the control model Behavior vs different arrival Load

In the fully-loaded scenario, we notice that the EWMA
model scheduled randomly the arrivals over the five AMFs
with an average of 28 processes at a time. Thus the EWMA
model is loading the AMFs more than the optimal AMF load,
and thereby adding latency while satisfying the arrivals. In
contrast with the latter scenario, the control model transfers the
arrivals to the five AMFs depending on their load in order to
maintain the optimum AMF load as possible and so satisfying
the requests with no additional latency. Despite the following
scheduling solution, it is important to notice that the average
number of blocked arrivals, in this category of tests, for the
control model is lower than the EWMA model. Therefore, the
control model is able to distribute load among the AMFs with
neither additional latency nor blocked arrivals.
Finally, in case of overloaded conditions, unlike the EWMA
model, the control model avoids fully loading the AMF, and
tries to keep its load around the optimal AMF load. Thus, some
additional arrival will be blocked as shown on the average of
the blocked arrival’s plot.
To summarize, the control model can schedule the arrivals
depending on the AMFs load in order to maintain an optimal
AMF load and to satisfy the request arrivals with no additional
latency, especially that decreasing latency is an important requirement for 5G. Furthermore, the control model is designed
to avoid resources’ wastage by only activating (deploying) the
exact number of needed AMF. Indeed, it can scale out the
system in order to satisfy an arrival rate increase, if needed,
while scale in when arrival rate decreases.
Unfortunately, reducing latency and scaling dynamically
add some penalties on the system. As mentioned above, some
sessions will be blocked when the system is overloaded or
when scaling up. However, the system can remedy from this
penalty by adding a prediction function allowing to deploy in
advance a new AMF when arrival rate is predicted to increase.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced an algorithm based on control
theory in the scope of NGC work of 3GPP group. This
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